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From the Chair

This will be my last Chairman article for the newsletter. After 14 years on the committee in a
number of roles including membership secretary, chairman publicity sub-committee, vicechairman and chairman it is time for me to move on. I have enjoyed my time on the committee,
have met a large number of members and seen the way the organisation has grown from the
972 members when I first became involved.
My thanks go to all those who have helped me during this time especially past and present
members of the committee who have always been very supportive. Unlike committees of some
organisations, ours is an efficient, conscientious and fun group of people. I am delighted that a
number of new committee members are in place ready to see the organisation through its next
phase. However, I have been disappointed that of our 1600+ members, very few have shown
any interest in joining the committee. Fortunately, 3 members have offered to temporarily take
on the role of chairman to keep the organisation going.
Earlier this year, our Treasurer, Ron Whitehand, tragically died quite suddenly. Ron was a greatly
valued member, Group Leader and Committee member. When the previous GL of the People,
Politics and Society group stood down, it was Ron who took over, and kept the group going for
another 6+ years. Likewise, when we needed a new treasurer, it was Ron who stepped forward
to take on the role. I had hoped that Ron would become our next chairman, but it wasn’t to be.
Ron was always willing to volunteer and epitomised the culture of u3a as a self-help organisation.
This year has been particularly difficult for the committee trying to balance government
regulations, Third Age Trust Guidelines (to ensure our activities are covered by insurance) and
wishes of our members during the pandemic. However, it seems we are now past the worst of
this with so many people in the area having their vaccinations. Our current plan is to restart
face to face groups in September although we understand some members may initially be
reluctant to attend.
Cathy, our Groups Secretary, Sue our Venues Secretary and Sheila Gibson, willing volunteers,
have been collating and checking information and booking venues for our programme
commencing in September. The information will be available on the web site as soon as possible.
However, to give you something to look forward to, included in this package is a summary of the
groups that are planning to meet.

Kath Street
chairman@wokingareau3a.co.uk.

Woking Area U3A Genealogy groups
It is a truth universally acknowledged that a U3A group in possession of abundant talent must
be in want of enthusiastic leaders! (with apologies to Jane Austen)!
Under the U3A banner genealogy research has flourished in Woking over the past 25 years
thanks to strong leadership. With the sad news of the death of leader Dorothy Mitchell earlier
this year, we thought it appropriate to look back at the history of this group as well as looking
forward to things to come.
Dorothy and John Mitchell started the Woking Area U3A Genealogy Group in the late 1990s. It
was a subject that was becoming popular as a hobby and soon attracted new members. Dorothy
and John had started researching their own family histories and they gave interesting talks that
encouraged others to look for their own ancestors. The group soon outgrew their first small
venue at the Church of the Good Shepherd in Pyrford and moved into the large meeting hall
there for some years.
John was asked to start a new group with the Guildford U3A and Sheila Brown joined Dorothy as
joint leader at Woking. New premises were sought as more members were attracted to the
group and a suitable venue was found at Parkview Community Centre in Sheerwater.
There have always been lively discussions with members sharing
their knowledge with each other. Dorothy personally supervised
the quality of the content of the earlier meetings and was adamant
that the group should never turn away any U3A member keen to
join, an ethos that still exists to this day. With numbers swelling
further it was agreed to split the members into three groups. After
15 years Dorothy and Sheila handed over the first group to Sally
Gardiner and then John Ellis. A beginners group and an
intermediate group were set up, and both have proved extremely
popular and have been led by Janet Barber for many years.
Since the 1990s genealogical research has altered dramatically with the emergence of
commercial sites such as Ancestry, a growing internet cornucopia of data enabling research from
home and greater accessibility to archives and family history societies plus regular genealogy
fairs. Most recently DNA testing is helping members to take their research in new directions
focused on finding their genetic background and identifying previously unknown relatives that
can help share data on common ancestors.
The blossoming of available research avenues can lead to bewilderment on how to get going and
what activities/research will bring the most benefit and so more than ever the genealogy group
leaders and members play a vital role in helping others to discover their heritage.
From the small acorns of the early 1990s, to the flourishing family trees of today, to future
endeavours, our group members look forward to making fascinating discoveries. These can be
shared with group members, friends and family members and/or left as a legacy with the family
or deposited in archives for future researchers' benefit.
If you are thinking of researching your family history or have already made a start and would
like to join a genealogy group, please contact Janet Barber on 01932 347710 to identify which
of the three groups would be most appropriate for your level of knowledge.
Janet Barber
Sheila Brown
John Ellis
Sally Gardiner

The Novel Group
When Covid-19 first struck and face-to-face sessions were forced
to stop in March 2020, I think we were all rather too much in
shock to do anything about it. But then later in the month a
member of the Novel Group suggested that a few of us could
meet online via Zoom (remember when we’d never heard of
that?!) so our ‘mini Novel Group’ met once a month for a
while. Then in May we invited one or two others we knew
from different U3A groups, then they asked for their friends
to be added and in September, we invited ALL of the previous
members of the group that used to meet in Chobham Church Hall. So now we have up
to 26 people at each meeting! As some members are unable or unhappy to join Zoom, we try to
keep them informed of our activities.
The format has remained very much as originally, i.e. the person presenting
the book tells us a little of the background to it and then each member says in
a few sentences how they generally felt about the choice. There’s often a
divide of opinion and the liveliest discussions can be about a novel that half
of the people loved, and the other half hated! We then go into ‘breakout
rooms’ where we discuss pre-set questions that have been sent out in
advance.
A scribe in each small group takes notes, and after 20 - 30 minutes the plenary session
is reconvened and the scribes feedback to everyone. Then we announce the book for the next
month when a presenter and an assistant are assigned. These two will work together during the
next few weeks to compose the questions; and the assistant will be on hand during the next
session, for instance to invite each person in turn to talk. By dint of meticulous planning, so far
things have run pretty smoothly!
After a general discussion we decided that occasionally we’d choose a non-fiction
book. The first of those choices was by Elizabeth Wallace, the principal group
convenor, who presented Michelle Obama’s Becoming. Some of the group had
also read Barack’s autobiography and could make comparisons. At other times,
a book might lead us to discuss another where the style or plot line has echoes
of the chosen volume.
Other decisions we’ve taken that may be more controversial are:
-to generally limit the length of choices to under 250 pages. There does seem to be
a recent tendency for books to be 300 or even 400+ pages long, and we’ve often
found that some judicious editing wouldn’t have harmed the end product!
-to look for something with a ‘feel good’ factor. Being isolated for so long has
made us feel we don’t want any more misery in our lives than strictly necessary!
The group has evolved over the year or so since the coronavirus struck, and
we have other innovative ideas for the 2021/ 22 year. We’ll be sticking to
Zoom during the autumn term and reviewing the situation to see if we’re
happy to again hire a room from the spring term.
If you’d like to join us, please email thenovel@wokingareau3a.co.uk
We’d particularly like to recruit some more men but might find we have to turn some people
away now that we’ve become a victim of our own popularity!
Linda Parker-Picken
Eliabeth Wallace

Croquet
For the first time members have been offered the opportunity to enjoy a taster session of this
traditional outdoor game thanks to Colin Groves and Woking Lawn Tennis and Croquet Club.
Those of us who arrived in tee-shirt, jeans and trainers felt underdressed
when we met our instructor, Colin, looking very professional in his white
croquet outfit.
We were introduced to the green and had the opportunity to select a
suitable length mallet weighing 3lbs. We first learnt how to hold the mallet
using one of a number of traditional ‘grips’.
Then we were off to the green to meet the brightly coloured balls and learnt
how to stalk for a successful shot. Then with the correct stance we learnt
how to swing the hammer. When we hit our first few balls it was very
tempting to lift our head only to discover the ball wasn’t where
we wanted it to be. (Head down – hear it hit, Head up – watch
it miss).
Once we had mastered a basic level of skill, so the ball was hit
approximately the intended distance and direction, we started
playing a match.
It was amazing how we were capable of enjoying the game
including hitting the 2lb ball through the hoop with only three
hours of Colin’s excellent tuition.
Of course, there is a lot more to learn but we were delighted with our progress in such a short
time and hopefully some of the members who took part will continue to enjoy the game.
Aviation & Military Group
Like other groups that met face-to-face pre-lockdown, we had to find an alternative. Fortunately,
one of our group was proficient in using Zoom and led us through the process of organising a
Zoom meeting.
Members did have to provide their own chocolate digestives.
Before we set up the Zoom meetings, written presentations and quizzes produced within the
group were circulated to help keep our minds active.
We have two presentations and an update on space and flying issues at each Zoom meeting
given by members of the group. The presentations were to a high standard and ranged from the
Duke of Wellington, Home Guard, Civil Aviation Transport, The Harrier, Jameson Raid and Trial,
to the Bombing of Brooklands.
We hope to be back at the Church of the Good Shepherd in Pyrford at 2pm on the first Tuesday
of the month from September and look forward to seeing old and new members when we resume
to, hopefully a lot of new talks from within the group.
If you have a talk or want more information about the group, please send an email to the group
leader, address can be found on our web site www.wokingareau3a.co.uk .
Alf Arnold

I told my contractor I didn’t want carpeted steps. He gave me a blank stair

Christmas Flowers
During 2020 Woking Area U3A Gardening Co-operative had to adapt their activities. During the
summer and autumn before second lockdown we were able to arrange a plant sale and sociallydistanced visits to members’ gardens.
These very enjoyable activities needed to stop and then we experimented with Zoom. We had a
presentation by members on Fungi, sharing of photos of Autumn colours and of berries in our
gardens and a description on how to use the computer for redesigning our gardens.
Just before Christmas, I asked members to look in their gardens on Christmas Day and list what
flowers they could find. I explained that this had no horticultural significance, but it has some
interest with the current climate changes. Winter-flowering plants feed early pollinators such as
bumblebees (recently spotted on a Mahonia). The January edition of The Garden, the RHS
magazine, recommends planting winter-flowering bulbs, perennials and shrubs to feed
bumblebees. Most of those mentioned appeared in our list. Also apparently great tits need to
breed earlier to take advantage of the earlier availability of larvae.
Several members commented on how much they had enjoyed the experience. (It may be
different next year if we have a normal Christmas.) Twelve of our members sent in lists of the
flowers they found as well as some photos. Amazingly the total number of plants in flower was
68. I expected there to be a lot of repetition, but the greatest number of times one plant was
mentioned was five so I divided the plants into the categories;
1.
2.
3.
4.

34-Late flowering bedding plants and shrubs.
11-Real winter plants .
9-Early flowering bulbs and spring plants.
15-Other i.e. plants that seem to flower at random.

Category
Category
Category
Category

1
2
3
4

contained such flowers as fuchsia, rudbeckia, salvia.
included clematis cirrhosa, mahonia, viburnum tinus.
included snowdrops, primroses, chaenomeles.
were plants such as abutilon, choisya and campanula.
The photos show a collage of Jane Redmill’s flowers and Alan
Chalmer’s roses.
This is not a scientific survey but a way of connecting with
the plants that grow in our gardens and sharing them with
others which is one of the functions of the group.
Of course, by the time Spring comes we will be overpowered
by wonderful blossom and bulbs and our winter flowers
forgotten.
( gardeningcoop@wokingareau3a.co.uk )
Carole Mora

It's a five-minute walk from my house to the pub. It's a 35-minute walk from the pub
to my house. The difference is staggering.
Shakespeare and his Contemporaries Discussion Group
Zoom meetings have worked well for our small group which has continued to meet monthly. One
drawback was the inability to view DVD films of play performances during our Zooms because of
copyright issues and a lack of suitable material on YouTube. We overcame these problems by
circulating DVDs for individual private viewing beforehand and read most of the plays.
During the Zooms group members had 5-minute personal slots to cover aspects of the plays
from lists of topics circulated beforehand by the Group Leader and then there was general
discussion. The Group Leader was the timekeeper!
Shakespeare is such a towering genius that it is easy to forget that writing at the same time as
him were other excellent and very popular dramatists, some of whose plays are still performed
today. They not only knew Shakespeare but were influenced by him and he in turn was influenced
by some of them. Shakespeare was not a solitary genius. We looked at some of the well-known
plays written by three of his contemporaries: Christopher Marlowe, John Webster and Ben
Johnson.
We watched a lively production performed at the Globe Theatre of Christopher Marlowe’s ‘Doctor
Faustus’ showing the principal character’s thirst for knowledge and his inability to use that
knowledge to benefit himself or others, with his pride leading to his downfall and descent into
hell as he had sold his soul to the devil in exchange for all the knowledge in the universe. It was
Marlowe who originated the dramatic device of the soliloquy for enabling a character to share
his or her inner thoughts with the audience. Think of Hamlet’s “To be or not to be.....”. Marlowe,
together with Thomas Kyd, changed the whole course of English drama by establishing blank
(unrhymed) verse, instead of rhymed lines, as its principal medium.
We were greatly impressed by the dramatic force, dark comedy and the lyrical language of
Thomas Webster’s tragedy The Duchess of Malfi, a story of toxic masculinity where two
aristocratic brothers seek to destroy their fiercely independent sister who is determined to marry
the man she loves who is her social inferior. We considered that this tragedy was equal to many
of those written by Shakespeare. We watched the Globe Theatre’s productions of the play with
Gemma Arterton playing the Duchess.
Ben Johnson’s career touched Shakespeare’s at various points during their lifetimes. He was
both a friend and a rival to Shakespeare. We greatly enjoyed his two very funny, fast-moving
and clever comedies Volpone and The Alchemist. The former is a satire about the greed and lust
of a Venetian nobleman and the greed of the “legacy hunters” who hope to benefit from his
death. We saw a DVD recording of a live performance of Volpone from the Greenwich Theatre.
The Alchemist is about three con artists who take over an empty London house during the plague
of London and use it as a base for their criminal activity by exploiting human greed and vanity.
Both plays when originally performed dealt with topical, social issues familiar to the audiences
of the time and still relevant today.
Next term we are jumping the centuries to consider the The Life, Times and Plays of George
Bernard Shaw, a famous early twentieth century British/Irish playwright who won the Nobel prize
for literature.
Do contact me if you would like to join us.
shakespeare@wokingareau3a.co.uk
Delia Buckle

The Travel Experience
Everybody loves to travel, the Covid-19 pandemic currently makes it
extremely difficult to go overseas or even visit family in the UK. So why
not join a group which can offer an insight into fascinating memories
of areas throughout the world as a tonic from everyday life at home?
The Travel Experience has been operating on a monthly basis for five
years at Goldwater Lodge and after a short break, commenced Zoom
meetings online in September 2020. We have a number of members
who have travelled extensively with PowerPoint expertise and photos
to match. Others enjoy watching our shows which, over the years, have varied between
destinations such as Mongolia, Namibia, South America and Antarctica as well as insights into
cruises, coach tours and a wealth of experiences of landscapes throughout the world.
Since January our members have heard about Western Canada and Alaska, Central America,
Jordan, Argentina, Australia and the South Island of New Zealand. In the autumn Finland and
Norway and New Zealand North Island are scheduled. Our December meeting is usually a travel
quiz with Christmas refreshments making it an enjoyable and festive occasion.
If you would like to prepare a presentation of a destination or experience of your choice, do get
in touch. Help with PowerPoint presentations is available by the group and there are still
numerous countries we haven’t yet featured. Alternatively, if you have a special global area
you would like us to show, please let us know - we can often find a speaker to help.
Meetings are held on the second Friday in the month between 2.30 and 4.30 pm subject to
regulations at either Goldwater Lodge or on Zoom.
Our meetings are a truly great experience so please don’t hesitate to join our friendly group.
travelexperience@wokingareau3a.co.uk
Anne Roberts
Christine Cunliffe
Art by Zoom
Last summer a small group of us who belong to John Haslam’s Wednesday Art Group started
using WhatsApp to chat and post some pictures. By the end of the year, we had become more
used to Zoom and a couple of sessions were arranged - mostly for chatting!
At the beginning of this year, it was decided to open the Zoom sessions to more people and we
are now a group of 12 from John`s Wednesday and Friday groups. We meet once a month on a
Wednesday morning.
The format is as follows. We chat as people join
and then show half of a PowerPoint presentation
of pictures people have worked on over the past
month. Themes have included New Beginnings,
Celebration, Fauvism and Japanese and Chinese
Art. We then break for a 15-minute exercise on
a surprise subject. These have been challenging
including things like the number 3, a Mars
landing stamp, birthday card for the Queen and
two line drawings. Themes and subjects have
been chosen by different people each month.
We have all learned a lot from each other about
techniques, different artists and styles and had
inspiration and fun along the way.
Linda Tranter

U3A Shed: The Saga of a Dash7
During the first Covid lock-down I paid a rare visit to my loft to have a bit of a turnout, in a
gloomy dusty corner my gaze settled on a model of a Dash7 (De Havilland DHC-7) four-engined
small airliner 1975 to 1988. The model was on sale in the early 1980s by Robbe, a German
company, and was one of the first models to be made of polystyrene foam and powered by
electric motors.
It was a present from his wife to Ray a friend of mine. He assembled it and I test-flew it, and it
barely got off the ground! Woefully underpowered, it just about staggered round at a maximum
altitude of 12 ins (300mm). A few others tried, inflicting quite a bit of damage in the process!
After all the effort in getting the bits for it (see copy of a poem that I
found stuffed in the fuselage whilst doing repairs), no one was willing
to commit it to the bin! And somehow it ended up in my loft.
Extracting it, blowing off an accumulation of dust, I had one of those
irresistible little nagging ideas that we modellers get! With the latest
motor and battery technology this model could now really fly! And
much more fun than turning out the loft!
It was a struggle! It fought off my good intentions at every
stage. I think it just wanted to quietly slumber in my loft, but
in the end it gradually came round to my way of thinking.
With much filling and repairing of the airframe, new motors,
wiring, servos (they move the control surfaces), and fitting
of flaps to aid landings, it was ready for a trial flight.
On a rather windy morning at
our flying field, when Covid
easing allowed, it finally flew
after waiting almost 40 years,
seemingly revelling in its long-delayed freedom of the air. Ray was
really impressed when he saw video of its flights “Well I never
thought I would see that flying!”
I just made it clear that he wasn’t getting it back!
The Dash 7 that didn’t
How much is that “Robbie” in the window,
The one with the nice high “T” tail,
In yellow and red, it looks so lovely,
I do hope that “Robbe’s” for sale.
By February, it was finished,
All gleaming and waiting to fly,
The model shop said “ you must be joking..”
“...There just ain’t no engines to buy..”.
We spoke to Ripmax, the next morning,
“No engines !!!” again their reply,
“We’ll send some to you,… within a few days,
Your Dash 7,… then you can fly”.
The engines arrived,.. a few weeks later,
Just seven or eight months,.. in all!,

“There’s still something missing from this kit,
……No power on which I can call…..!!!”.
At “Robbe” they told me “..There’s a shortage “
“ of silicon chips”… it’s worldwide!!”,
“No speed controllers, in the country”,
Is NO ONE out there on my side???.
I’m thinking of changing to a glider,
Then into the skies I will soar,
I’ve waited with keen anticipation,
But now, I JUST CAN’T TAKE ANY MORE !!!.
I dream of a “Robbe” that is flying…,
Oh how I do long for that day…,
Together we’ll fly into the sunset…,
My “DASH7” and frustrated RAY….
Jim Townsen

Jazz in Lockdown
The Jazz Appreciation Group had been meeting in the Church of the Good Shepherd rooms in
Pyrford every Friday during ‘term-time’ but this was, of course, cut short in March 2020 when
the lockdown for Covid was imposed.
Very quickly our genial and very knowledgeable organiser, Gerry, set up weekly online meetings
using the Zoom application. Every Thursday we receive an email from him and all we have to
do is to click on the link he gives us, at the given time on Friday, and we’re quickly online to
those of the group who chose to join that day. Usually there are 12-18 participants, and, after a
bit of chatter, he invites members to play their chosen jazz number.
At first the quality of music was often poor until we learned to ‘mute’ ourselves (apart from
whoever’s track is playing). Even then the music quality was not always completely acceptable,
but we learned not to be too critical in case our own offering was amongst the poorer ones! Once
things had settled down, we had great meetings and soon got into a weekly routine.
There were some differences between the meetings before and during lockdown. Whereas the
former usually involved a member of the group, or sometimes a visitor, presenting a whole
programme of music of their choice with a cup of tea and a biscuit in the middle, the latter was
less formal with a variety of participants often prompted by Gerry to play their chosen track.
All of this works very well and was helped, of course, by the fact that most of us already knew
each other from the pre-lockdown meetings. Previously we met fortnightly for 2 hours but now
it’s weekly for 40 minutes although Gerry often hosts a second 40-minute meeting an hour after
the first.
When we can once again meet in person, I guess there will be mixed feelings. Maybe some
meetings can involve several different presenters rather than just one or two so that we could
have a much more varied programme. And we could encourage more discussion than we have
had previously in ‘live’ meetings.
The group always welcomes new members.
jazz@wokingareau3a.co.uk
Mike Forbes

Screen Shot of a meeting with 12 participants. Gerry is top left, I’m next
and Derek is bordered with yellow which shows that he is the one whose
input is currently being broadcast to the others. Most of the others have a
red microphone in the bottom left-hand corner which shows they have their
microphone muted to avoid interference (sometimes people forget but that
only causes problems if they then make a lot of noise).

MEMBERS’ CORNER….
Letters to the Editor….
From the Editor’s Desk….
Do send any thoughts, comments, or suggestions
in to our Letters Page - after all it is your
Newsletter.
Dear Sir.
It appears from recent correspondence that our
committee is really struggling to find a new Chair.
Since there are more than a few of our ~1,600
members who are eminently suited to take on the
role this seems puzzling.
Recruiting suitable candidates for any voluntary
organisation is a difficult task, but a significant
number of our members have enjoyed successful
and demanding careers and would therefore be
well able to take on the role. It does of course also
require a certain amount of commitment, but I can
honestly say it is a rewarding and enjoyable job.
Because most people are naturally reluctant to
take
on
unspecified
and/or
open-ended
commitments, I initially wondered if the problem
could be to do with such uncertainties. However, I
think that is unlikely to be a deterrent here since
the position is very well defined and time limited.
Our U3A is one of the largest and most successful
in the UK which is due in large part to the efforts
of the current Chair, supported by a dedicated
and efficient committee. Woking Area u3a has
existed for almost 30 years and has become an
important part of many members’ lives. I and many
others would be sad to see its demise, simply
because nobody came forward to fill the vacant
Chair position. Let’s hope it doesn’t come to that.
Sincerely…Chris Dines (former Group Leader,
Secretary and Chairman.)

Gift Aid. As you may know Gift Aid is a process
that allows a charity to collect from HMRC 25%
of any membership fees. In 2019/20 we claimed
£4,000 which is based on only 64% of members
giving approval. If more members were to
approve the Gift Aid WAU3A could have
collected another £2,000. In case some
members are unclear about tax implications to
themselves, there are none. It is only if a
member does not pay any income tax at all that
Gift Aid cannot be collected. Therefore, can I
urge those of you who are taxpayers and have
not approved Gift Aid to contact the
Membership Secretary (01483 323285) to
arrange to do so please?
WAU3A has a new PO Box number. The new
address for Woking Area U3A is
PO Box 334, Chertsey, KT16 6FN. This came
into use in June and is already on our new and
modern website. If you are still using the 201920 Green Book, please replace the old one (PO
Box 1542, GU24 0XY) which can be found on
Page 2, under 'Joining the U3A’, Page 5 under
the AGM, and on the last line on the back, page
36.
After the success of our Zoom Monthly
Meetings speakers, we are hoping that next
year's will revert to more traditional
presentations in person. These will be at St
Andrew's Church, all being well.
To whet your appetites, the September
speaker is scheduled to be Sarah Slater, a
registered guide/lecturer at Hampton Court,
who will be talking about working with the
palace's ghosts and the many sightings.
She will be followed in October by Captain
Anita Mays, who was so determined to fly
that, after getting turned down for a job as an
air hostess eight times, learned to fly and
qualified as a commercial pilot.

~ WH Auden..
We are here on earth to do good unto
others. What the others are here for, I
have no idea.

INTRO: This year, the Monthly Meetings/AGM should revert to being a face-to-face
meeting. This will depend on any Government restrictions still in force in September and
assumes the new venue is considered Covid-secure to ensure members’ safety. The plan is
for the AGM to be followed by a performance from the Recorder Ensemble Group.
Monthly Meetings

Annual General Meeting

HOPEFULLY, we have had the final monthly
meeting to be held via Zoom. So, a reminder that
our next one, in September, is scheduled to be in
a new venue. Building work and changes to the use
of council buildings mean that after many years in
Parkview, we shall be moving to St Andrew's
Church, just by the Goldsworth Park shopping
centre.

The Annual General Meeting of Woking
Area U3A will take place on Monday 8th
November 2021 at St Andrew’s Church,
Goldsworth Park, GU21 3LG, starting at 2pm.
Agenda
1. Apologies and Minutes from the last
meeting
2. Introduction
3. To receive and approve the Annual Report
and Accounts for the year ending 31st
August 2021
4. To appoint an Examiner for the financial
year ending 31st August 2022

The new venue can accommodate 220 members,
has a good hearing loop system and amplifying
system. In addition to car parking, the building is
within walking distance of many of our members
living on Goldsworth Park and has a good bus
service.
If members wish to enjoy tea and coffee with
their chats after the meeting, we need volunteers
to help serve. The good news is that there will be
no need for washing up!

Will transparent coffins ever catch on?
Remains to be seen.

5. To elect committee members from duly
nominated and seconded candidates who
have agreed to serve:
Cathy Wooden, Barrie Murray, Peter
Grieve and Alan Chalmers have agreed to
stand for re-election.
Sue Holmes, Monica Moorcroft, Christine
Maunders and Sue Gubb have agreed to
stand for election.
6. Any other business
PLEASE NOTE: The annual report and
financial report will be available to view
online from 18th October. If you require
printed copies please send a stamped
addressed envelope to Woking Area U3A, PO
Box 334, Chertsey, KT16 6FN.
Any nominations to the committee or any
other proposals for consideration at the AGM
should be sent to: The Secretary, Peter
Grieve, secretary@wokingareau3a.co.uk or
by post to 4 Church Close, Horsell, GU21
4QZ, by 31st October 2021.

Focus on…..
Dave Andrew is currently our vice chairman. He joined the committee as
treasurer in 2014. When he first attempted to resign from the committee in
2018, he was persuaded to be responsible for special projects. After a year
he felt that there weren’t sufficient ‘special projects’ for him so again he
attempted to resign. It was at this time that our chairman resigned due to ill
health, so Dave agreed to continue as vice chairman.
Unfortunately, Dave has now decided that it really is time for him to step
down from the committee so will not be standing for re-election in November.
Since he joined the committee, Dave has contributed in many ways to the
success of WAU3A.
He assisted with the transfer of data and implementation of the membership
database and advised the committee on the financial facilities of the system. Dave created the
extensive spreadsheet which is still in use by the current treasurer.
He set up and monitors the WAU3A Facebook Group. Dave was also involved with testing the new
web site designed by Kevin Wallace, our web master.
During the pandemic, his technical skills have been utilised setting our monthly meeting PowerPoint
slides to music. Since the sudden death of Ron Whitehand earlier this year, Dave has been
instrumental in arranging a smooth transfer of the treasurer activities.
Dave is probably the most respected member of the WAU3A committee. One of our committee
members says, ‘He is always worth listening to’. Dave has regularly provided support and
encouragement to other committee members. He is also good at investigating how WAU3A may be
improved for the benefit of the members.
Since joining WAU3A, Dave has been a member of, and contributed to, a number of groups. He has
led walks for the Rambling Group, including a trip past Chessington World of Adventure (we didn’t
go in!!). He has been a member of the iPhone/iPad Group and has given talks to the Travel
Experience Group on the interesting holidays he has enjoyed with Margaret, his wife.
I am grateful for all the time and effort Dave has devoted to WAU3A, he will be greatly missed and
will be a hard act to follow.
In addition to volunteering for WAU3A for so many years, Dave provides regular support to Woking
Hospice.
Chairman

I didn’t think the chiropractor could improve my posture… but I stand corrected.

This site is run by a group of volunteers who share an interest in the use of
technology to enhance the U3A experience. We are currently focused on sharing
activities via Zoom technology and seeing where that takes us. Click on any of the
following to learn more about our regular programme of zoom meetings. We work
closely with World U3A who have pioneered the use of video technology through its
regular International Forum and websites www.worldu3a.org and www.myu3a.org

Study Groups
Amateur Radio - a group for enthusiasts to meet
Books - childhood favourites and current trends
Climate Crisis - inside every problem lies an opportunity
Dickens - studying the man and his works
Favourite Symphonies - lots of them to listen to
Generation Linkers - local and national schemes
History - the immediate and/or the far past
Philosophy - applying evolution to our understanding
Rocket Science - becoming a multi-planet species
Science & Technology - the discoveries, ideas and people
To access this site go to: www.u3acommunities.org
What did the surgeon say to the patient who insisted on closing up his own
incision? Suture self.

Bletchley Park

Salisbury Christmas Market

DAYTRIPS -UPDATE -JULY 2021
It seems such a long time ago, but the above pictures are of the last trips we did in
2019.
As this Woking Area u3a Newsletter goes to print, coach travel is still restricted by coach
companies we have contacted. One company wants the front 4 seats left vacant and
another insists on the wearing of masks on the coach all the time. This means the cost
of the coach hire may be more expensive to run with fewer seats available. Of course,
not all desirable venues are open to the public yet, but we live in hope for the lifting of
restrictions altogether. This may all change by December 2021.

We, the Daytrips team, are aiming to offer at least one outing for early 2022. The next
Newsletter (due out in December) will contain the information and application form for
booking a place on an outing as before - all being well.
Meanwhile, please help us out with suggestions of places you would like to visit and you
think others would find interesting. Gerry and Hilary anticipate hearing from you, either
by phone, text or email. Contacts can be found in last year’s Woking Area u3a Green
Book on page 4, or use the information listed below.
Gerry Johnstone: Home : 01932-336060 (with answering machine)
Mobile: 07860 444742
Hilary Riordan:
Mobile: 07854 631325
DayTrips Email Address : daytrips@wokingareau3a.co.uk

MEMBERSHIP!
Besides enjoying the many benefits of membership of Woking Area u3a, do you take advantage of being
a member of the wider community of the u3a national body - Third Age Trust? This is the national
representative body for u3as in the UK. They provide support for all local u3as and have also negotiated
some special deals for all members.
For instance:
Discounted Entrance Charges to some Exhibitions, Art Galleries and Museums – You can use your
WAU3A Membership Card to obtain a Student Discount on Entrance Fees - if the Senior Citizen
Concession does not apply. The Student Discount is also sometimes greater! They may look a bit
surprised that you are a Student but it is worth asking – you may even get in for half-price!
Note: The FREE Legal Advice Help Line – This is no longer available for use as Third Age Trust has
decided not to subscribe to the service any longer.
For more information about the service and resources provided by the Third Age Trust, visit their
website: www.u3a.org.uk

WHO TO CONTACT
Membership: 01483 323285
membership@wokingareau3a.co.uk
To join or leave a group: email the leader of that group, as indicated on our web site:
www.wokingareau3a.co.uk
To go on a waiting list: if the desired group is full then contact the Group Leader, their details are
on our website.
To enquire about starting a new group, contact Groups Secretary: Cathy Wooden,
07984 453248
groupsec@wokingareau3a.co.uk

We would like to continue to include a members’ page in future editions of the Newsletter, but
we can only do so if you send us your comments and suggestions.

Remember, this is your Newsletter, so please take a little time and let us know what’s on your
mind’
Should you NOT wish to receive future copies of the printed version of the Newsletter (you will still be
able to view it on our website), then please contact our Membership Secretary at: 01483 323285
membership@wokingareau3a.co.uk

Send comments/contributions for next
Newsletter to
editor@wokingareau3a.co.uk
By 14th Nov 2021
This edition compiled by John Pettifer
Printed by: Knaphill Print Co Ltd, Woking, Sy, GU21 2EG
E: studio@knaphillprint.com T: 01483 474900

An invisible man married an invisible woman. Their kids were nothing to look at either.
Studies show cows produce more milk when the farmer talks to them. It’s a case of, in
one ear and out the udder.
My wife claims I’m the cheapest person she’s ever met. I’m not buying it.

SUDOKU Corner – Hard (011)

Know Your Birds?
1950's comic, bird
Another thief?
Kid's fly with this bird
Does it sell from door to door with a cough?
Bowling change of a shilling in an Oxford river
Joule's bird alphabetically
Remind you of a windy evening?
Does this bird spend time idly?
One of Dolly's birds
A smoking bird?
V-W's ascending bird
An exploitative capitalist
A cowardly percussive bird
Baltimore's favourite
This bird mocked the sideways account
Sounds like two chaps ice shelf
Rossini's thieving bird
A flinch not a finch
Bird with huge appetite
Out for nought
A philosopher may need this for gold
Monochrome number
Is it Maltese?
Does this bird triumph gleefully?
Email editor for answers: editor@wokingareau3a.co.uk

